INTRODUCTION

Due to the overwhelming number of requests, we have produced a photographic compendium of all Grenadier products available at press time. Note that in some instances numbers are out of sequence due to photographic availability, and space and size requirements. Periodically we will update this compendium so that you will have a complete pictorial record.

In the coming year Grenadier will continue to bring you the most exciting, innovative, and artistically superior products in adventure gaming miniatures. An all new series, Dragon Lords's Encounters, will feature scenarios by Donald Wellman. Grenadier will also produce a single figure blister series, Julie Guthrie’s Fantasy Personalities. Julie is one of the leading miniature sculptors in America today. Also, we will have our usual bag of surprises and we may just have a blockbuster or two!!

As is our custom, we at Grenadier would once again like to thank you our customers, who continue to support our efforts. In the coming year we will redouble our efforts to bring you the finest product and service in the industry.
MONSTER MANUSCRIPT™
The most unique and innovative figure series available. Twelve "volumes" containing over 100 of the most popular and creative creatures ever developed for fantasy gaming, keyed to a Monster Manuscript book. The book is a complete gaming aid in itself, containing artwork, story lines, monster statistics, and painting guides for over 100 creatures. The book has 36 pages, full color stiff paper covers, and a six dollar value, and are FREE with the purchase of figure set volume no. 1.

DRAGON LORDS™
The heart of the Grenadier fantasy gaming family. The second generation of Dragon Lords™ miniatures set the standard for quality, detail, and concept for adventure gaming metal miniatures. Since 1983, the year that the Dragon Lords™ metal figure line was initiated, the best selling miniatures in the country, every year, has been under the Dragon Lords logo.

DRAGON OF THE MONTH™
Speaking of best sellers, start with the word "BLACK", twenty four words later come up with "ULTIMATE", add "DRAGON" behind each one, and you have the metal figure series par excellence. Grenadiers' Dragon of the Month series I & II not only extended the horizons of design and craftsmanship but astounded our customers, vendors, and our competitors by the incredible value.

GIANTS CLUB™
Grenadier put these magnificent mega-men and ladies of the Giants Club squarely on the adventure gaming map. A series of ten boxes, each containing one or more giants, some with accessories, and all with a stela. Story line, gaming statistics, a map of the giants enironom, and coloring suggestions are included on the backsheets of the box.
BATTLE LORDS™
Grenadier's exciting BATTLE LORDS series offers the gamer and collector the opportunity to create impressive fantasy armies, limited only by one's own imagination. Create the fantasy army you want to command. Join the proud ranks of the BATTLE LORDS.

FANTASY LORDS™
Quite possibly our fastest growing miniatures line. Grenadier's FANTASY LORDS™ series was the recipient of the Strategists' Club Award for Best Fantasy Miniatures Series at both the 1983 and 1984 Gen-Con gaming conventions. Take a look and you'll see why this series is so representative of the spectacular new directions Grenadier is exploring in fantasy miniatures. Discover magical, new fantasy races like our Winged Folk and our Dragon Men. Ally yourself with new adventurer characters like Monks, Knights, Thieves, Ninja, and Samurai Warriors. Then, test your mettle against Orcs, Goblins, Chaotic Creatures, Giants, and the dreaded Undead Legion! The fantasy world of Grenadier is filled with excitement and wonder. Join the adventure with FANTASY LORDS Boxes and FANTASY LORDS and SHAPES OF THE DARK DOMAIN™ blister packs.

MASTERPIECE EDITIONS™
The series title says it all, these are masterpieces. Unique and unusual subject matter, extra-ordinary craftsmanship, these high-quality miniature kits are specially designed with the advanced modeler in mind. Masterpiece Editions are useful for gaming, collecting or creating impressive dioramas.
LORD OF THE RINGS™
Middle Earth — Legendary realm of Wizards and Hobbits, danger and wonder, shining heroism and dark evil. Experience J.R.R. Tolkien's magical world with Grenadier's new LORD OF THE RINGS MIDDLE EARTH™ miniature series. Authorized for use with I.C.E. 's MIDDLE EARTH™ ROLE PLAYING game, these incredibly detailed figures faithfully capture the true spirit of Tolkien's fantasy world. These figures are also compatible with many other fantasy role-playing games. Adventure in the greatest fantasy of all. Journey to MIDDLE EARTH™.

D.C.™ HEROES
Now you can fight crime in the streets of Gotham, or protect the entire universe. Your imagination is the playing field in D.C. Heroes. Recreate your favorite characters' exploits, design your own heroes and scenarios, or join in new adventures. Enter the world where legends live: The World of D.C. Heroes!

CALL OF CTHULHU™
Designed for use with CALL OF CTHULHU™, Chaosium's 1920s horror role-playing game, these incredibly detailed miniatures won the H.G. Wells Award for Best Fantasy Miniatures Series at ORIGINS '84. Grenadier's CALL OF CTHULHU™ miniatures are also useful with pulp-adventure games as well as other horror-oriented games like CHILL™.

CHILL™
Do you enjoy poking around in haunted houses and musty mausoleums? Does the idea of being a vampire hunter appeal to you? If the answer to either of these questions is yes, then Pacesetter's CHILL™ role-playing game is for you. Now you can enhance your spine-chilling adventures into The Unknown with Grenadier's official CHILL™ miniatures. They are terrifyingly realistic, so much so that you might be inclined to leave all of the lights on when you are around them. Be a real ghostbuster. Start your collection of CHILL miniatures today.

SECRET AGENTS™
As the nations of the world struggle for security and domination, they engage in a continuous, secret war of espionage and sabotage. With the help of Grenadier Models, one can become a part of this shadow conflict. Mystery, intrigue and adventure await you. Grenadier's SECRET AGENTS™ figure line will add a new dimension to the role-playing experience. This series of 25mm miniatures is suitable for use with any espionage or contemporary role playing system.
TRAVELLER®
Travel among the stars at warp speed with our fascinating TRAVELLER® collection. Created for use with GDW's popular science fiction role-playing game, TRAVELLER® miniatures will transport you to fantastic worlds of mystery and adventure.

PARANOIA™
Grenadier presents an exciting line of adventure gaming miniatures licensed for use with West End Game's highly successful game. Paranoia is an adventure role-playing game set in a darkly humorous future. A well meaning but deranged computer desperately protects the citizens of an underground warren from all sorts of real and imagined traitors and enemies.

TWILIGHT: 2000™
TWILIGHT: 2000™ is unique in the field of role-playing games. It's set in a post-holocaust environment, but the characters are modern soldiers thrown onto their own resources by the gradual breakdown of the command structure and civilization. GRENADIER created "Mini-force Twilight troops" created in HO scale to enable the gamer to utilize the vast array of scale model railroadings buildings, accessories, and military vehicles. In this scale, a post-holocaust town or battleground is an inexpensive setting to battle the foe.

WARBOTS™
This is another first for Grenadier. These cybernetic behemoths are for anyone who is a fan of those incredibly-popular Japanese robots. Add some excitement to your favorite science fiction or superhero game with some of these technological titans. They're also great for just collecting.
The Monster Manuscript collection will consist of 12 figure sets. The Monster Manuscript book with over 100 creature stats, descriptions and illustrations is FREE with the purchase of set 1.

BATTLE LORDS™ FANTASY ARMIES

Dawn reverts in crimson glory upon the field of battle, casting a near-prophetic hue of ruddy light upon land which will soon be stained with blood. The warriors of the opposing armies wait with uneasy anticipation, gripping weapons in iron-strong hands and whispering prayers through clenched teeth. With a strident blast from a trumpet and the hoarse note of a mingled battle cry, the armies surge forward and the battle is joined, granting opportunity for glory, honor, and favor of the Higher Powers. Such are the rewards available to those who would bear the honorable title of BATTLE LORDS.
Attention to the finest detail, imaginative animation and unsurpassed creative design has made Grenadier the adventure gamers first choice around the world. Dragon Lords™ is the most comprehensive and exciting line of fantasy figures available. Dragon Lords can recreate all the myriad worlds of fantasy - the only limit is one's imagination.
FIGURE LISTING
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MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS

Boxed Sets
1501 Manuscript I (AB)
1502 Manuscript II (CD)
1503 Manuscript III (EF)
1504 Manuscript IV (GH)
1505 Manuscript V (JK)
1506 Manuscript VI (LM)
1507 Manuscript VII (NO)
1508 Manuscript VII (PQ)
1509 Manuscript IX (RS)
1510 Manuscript X (TU)
1511 Manuscript XI (VW)
1512 Manuscript XII (XYZ)

BATTLE LORDS

Boxed Sets
1601 Foot Knights
1602 Orcs
1603 Dwarves
1604 Goblins (Not Pictured)
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DRAGON LORDS

Boxed Sets
2010 Horrors of the Marsh
2011 Orcs of the Severed Hand
2012 Subterranean Terrors
2013 Adventurers of the Golden Quest
2014 Folklore Creatures of the Night
2015 Dragon Killers
2016 Magic Users
2017 Ninja & Samurai
2018 Female Adventurers
2019 Royal Guardsmen of the Undead Legion
2020 Oriental Heroes
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FANTASY LORDS

Boxed Sets
6001 Dragon the Emerald Idol
6002 Skeletons-Raiders of the Undead
6003 Elves of the Silvan Brotherhood
6004 Monsters of Mythology
6005 Knights, Fighters & Men At Arms
6006 Demons
6007 Dungeon Raiders
6008 Fantasy Knights
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FANTASY LORDS

Blister Packs
101 Adventurers (3)
102 Demons (2)
103 Frost Giant (1)
104 Searcher of Souls & Writhing Crusher (2)
105 Werewolf Rat & Bear (3)
106 Skeleton Cavalry #1 (1-foot, t-mouted)
107 Skeleton Cavalry #2 (1-foot, 1-mouted)
108 Goblins (4)
109 Orcs (3)
110 Creatures (4)
111 Monks (3)
112 Treasure (4)
113 Orcus (1)
114 Storm Giant (1)
115 Bugbears (3)
116 Golems (2)
117 Dragon Men (3)
118 Scorpions (2)
119 Hill Giant (1)
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120 Winged Folk (3)
121 Knights (1-foot, 1-mounted)
122 Lizardmen (3)
123 Dwarf Hydra (1)
124 Armored Dragonmen (3)
125 Ninja & Ronin (3)
126 Familiars & Homunculi (9)
127 St. George & The Dragon (3)
128 Undead Orcs (3)
129 Dwarf Thrower & Undead Crew (3)
130 Death Dealer (1)
131 Elite Undead Infantry (3)
132 Armored Dragonmen (3)
133 Samurai (3)
134 Armored Centaurs (2)
135 Umberbuk (1)
136 Batkinn Warriors (3)
137 Skeleton Command (3)
138 Hippogriff (1)
139 Captives (3)
140 Barbarians (3)
141 Ogres (3)
142 Clerics (3)
143 Undead Centaurs (2)
144 Cavalier-Paladin (1-foot, 1-mounted)
145 Barbarian Tribesman (3)
146 Assassins (3)
147 Dark Elves (3)
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148 Kobolds (4)
149 Ninja Giant (1)
150 Death Giant (1)
151 Hobgoblins (3)
152 Ninja Hit Squad (3)
153 Dragonman “Specialists” (3)
154 Beauty & Beast (2)
155 Orcish Giant (1)
156 Orc Chieftons (1-foot, 1-mounted)
157 Undead Scouting Party (3)
158 Vikings (3)
159 Samurai Command Patrol (3)
160 Unicorn & Maid (2)
161 Skeleton Ninja (3)
162 Skeleton Knights (3)
163 Black Drake (1)
164 Mounted Samurai & Standard (1-foot, 1-mounted)
165 Skeleton Lancers (2-mounted)
166 War Trolls (3)
167 Skeleton Flyer (1)
168 Oriental Spearman (3)
169 Foot Knights-Warlords (1-foot, 1-mounted)
170 Charon-Boatman (1)
171 Teerman (1)
172 Wraiths (1-foot, 1-mounted)
173 Dragon Skeletons (3)
174 Armored Ogre (1)
175 Armored Norse Giant (1)
176 Orc Command Pack (3)
177 Dwarf Command Pack (3)
178 Sumo Wrestlers (3)
179 Armored Bario (1)
180 Cyclops (1)
181 Rangers (3)
182 Sea Elves (3)
183 Undead Dragonmen (3)
184 Oriental Goblins (3)
185 Halflings (4)
186 Kraken (1)
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187 Oriental Musketeer (3)
188 War Troll w/Stone Axe (1)
189 Dwarf Champions (3)
190 Pack Animals (2)
191 War Troll w/Extra Weapons (1)
192 Sea Chariot (2)
193 Thieves (3)
194 Oriental Peasant Fighters (3)
195 Half Orc Fighters (3)
196 Elf Fighters (3)
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Boxed Sets
Series One
2501 Black Dragon
2502 Red Dragon
2503 White Dragon
2504 Brass Dragon
2505 Green Dragon
2506 Silver Dragon
2507 Blue Dragon
2508 Copper Dragon
2509 Bronze Dragon
2510 Gold Dragon
2511 Platinum Dragon
2512 Spectral Dragon
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DRAGON OF THE MONTH

Boxed Sets
Series Two
2513 Sea Dragon
2514 Dragonfish
2515 Iron Dragon
2516 Chaos Dragon
2517 Shire Dragon
2518 Swamp Dragon
2519 Frost Dragon
2520 Wyvern Dragon
2521 Wind Dragon
2522 Elven Dragon
2523 Storm Dragon
2524 Guardian Dragon
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GIANTS CLUB

Boxed Sets
3501 Fire Giant
3502 Stone Giant
3503 Frost Giant
3504 Forest Giant
3505 Hill Giant
3506 Chaos Giant
3507 Sea Giant
3508 Dwarf Giant
3509 Two Headed Giant
3510 Titan
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MASTERPIECE EDITIONS

Boxed Sets
5501 War Mammoth
5502 Death Dragon
5503 War Chariot
5504 Death Giant
5505 Imperial Guard Mammoth

LORD OF THE RINGS

Boxed Sets
7501 Fellowship of the Ring
7502 Sauron’s Dark Ones
7503 Shelob’s Lair
7504 Hillmen of the Trollshaws
7505 Isengard
SHAPES FROM THE DARK DOMAIN
Blister Packs
501 Pond Dragon (1)
502 Marsh Dragon (1)
503 Cliff Dragon (1)
504 Pet Dragon (1)
505 Old World Dragon (1)
506 Forest Dragon (1)
507 Death Wyrm (1)
508 U.L. Skeleton Master (3)
Part I
509 U.L. Skeleton Master (5)
Part II
510 Balrog (1)
511 Dragon Rider (1)
512 Thog-Mummy Lord (1)
513 Battle Troll (1)
514 Cloud Giant (1)
515 Orc Dragon Rider (1)
SECRET AGENTS
Boxed Sets
3001 Agents & Spies
3002 Mercenaries

PARANIA
Blister Packs
601 Red Trouble Shooters (3)
602 Orange Trouble Shooters (3)
Shooters
603 Green Trouble Shooters (3)
604 Yellow Trouble Shooters (3)
605 Bot Busters (2)
606 Belligerent Bots (3)
607 Intsec Goons (3)
608 Vulture Troopers (3)
609 Briefing Teams (3)
610 Transbot (1)
611 Infrared Drones (3)
612 Paranonia Ex-Cessories (4)
TRAVELLER
Boxed Sets
1001 Imperial Marines
1002 Adventurers
1003 Alien Animals
1004 Alien Mercenaries
WARBOTS
Boxed Sets
4501 Runner-Pod Attack Team
4502 Armored Destro Squad

CALL OF CTHULHU
Boxed Set
6501 Adventurers
6502 Creatures
Blister Packs
201 G-Men or P.I.'s (3)
202 Thugs (3)
203 Adventurers (3)
204 Sinister Gentleman (3)
205 Investigators (3)
206 Cops (3)
207 Nightmares (3)
208 Undead (3)
209 Ghouls (3)
210 Serpentmen & Mi-Go (3)
211 Sand Dwellers (3)
212 Deep Ones (3)
213 Chromians (2)
214 Nyarlathotep (1)
215 Tsathoggua (1)
216 Old One/Dimensional Shambler (one each)
217 Spawn of Cthulhu (1)
218 Hunting Horror (1)

CHILL
Boxed Sets
8501 Nightmares

D.C. HEROES
Boxed Sets
9501 Justice League of America & Adversaries
9502 Teen Titans & Adversaries
—(Not Pictured)—
6503 Legion of Super Heroes
6504 The Outsiders

CHAMPIONS
Boxed Sets
4001 Super Heroes
4002 Super Villains
Blister Packs
301 Road Fighters (3)
302 UNTIL/Sat Agents (3)
303 Viper Agents (3)
304 Death Stroke Members
305 Generic Heroes (3)
306 "The Circle" (3)
307 Riot Police (3)
308 Foxbat & Friends (3)

TWILIGHT 2000
Blister Packs
401 U.S. Infantry (5)
402 Soviet Infantry (5)
403 Polish Infantry (5)
404 Armed Civilians (5)
—(Partizans)—
405 U.S. Support Weapons (6)
406 Soviet Support Weapons (6)
407 Soviet Caviary (3 mounted)
408 U.S. Assault Squad (5)
409 U.S. Heavy Weapons (5)
410 Soviet Heavy Weapons (5)
411 Polish Paratroops (5)
412 Polish Lancers (3 mounted)

Inside Back Cover
SPECIAL EDITION
2525 Ultimate Dragon

ANNOUNCING
Julie Guthrie's Fantasy Personalities —(Not Pictured)—

JANUARY RELEASES
801 Paladin
802 Anti Paladin
803 Evil Mage
804 Half Elf Fighter-mage
805 Ranger with bow
806 Swordswoman

FEBRUARY RELEASES
807 Armored Barbarian
808 Dwarf Fighter
809 Fighting Bard
810 Thief with sword
811 White Mage
812 Female Cleric

MARCH RELEASES
813 Female Assassin
814 Chaotic Hero
815 Northman Reaver
816 Elf Fighter
817 Robed Cleric
818 Buccaneer
TERONUS
The Ultimate Dragon

The reigning queen of the dragons of Neberon possessed of ancient wisdom and awesome power, this titanic matriarch rules her scaly subjects from the near mythical Cavern of Crystal Ages, her subterranean stronghold hidden far beneath Neberon's northern pole.

Our special edition dragon, when assembled, stands over 8" high and is over 8" in length. Assembly instructions included.